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Senior Data Analyst
Location: Pretoria
Type: Permanent
Reference: #NG58916
Company: E-Merge IT Recruitment

An organisation with an excellent, sustainable and effective medical scheme driving transformation in the healthcare
industry, aligned with the principles of universal healthcare coverage and offering healthcare benefit Options has a vacant
position for a senior data analyst seeking to build a career with a team that offers the opportunity to be part of this
exciting growth journey.

Responsibilities:

Qualifications and experience: 

The Reference Number for this position is NG58916 which is a Permanent office-based position in Pretoria offering a

Provide valuable insights for strategic decision making and accurate information for day-to-day operational
management.
Source information from different data warehouses, data marts, manual systems and on-line systems.
Develop new reports, report formats and standards based on identified user requirements for the business, using
multiple technologies.
Analyse derived information to create value added understanding of insights.
Develop regular performance reports related to needs of the business sales force.
Propose approaches to the business on monitoring measures or (KPIs) associated with the business case and
business models.
Analyse trends within the business data to reduce risks, optimise performance of the business and inform People
Function decisions.
Conduct integrity checks on all extracted data to ensure correct data.
Engage with other key stakeholders within the Group to ensure the business leverages off what is available and are
aware of initiatives in the group that may impact on the business.
Conduct impact analysis of any proposed changes that will impact on information reporting.
Continuously enhance the business expertise by analysing its drivers, key indicators, relationships and trends.

Bachelor's degree in information technology or a related qualification
At least five years’ experience in advanced data analytics in the healthcare industry
At least two years’ experience in the Medical Scheme industry will be an added advantage
Python
SAS
SQL
Power BI
QlikView
Data warehousing
Data visualisation
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salary of between R800,000 up to R1m per annum CTC negotiable based on experience. E-mail Nokuthula on 
az.oc.egreM-e@galuhtukon  or call her for a chat on 011 463 3633 to discuss this and other opportunities.

Are you ready for a change of scenery? E-Merge IT recruitment is a niche recruitment agency. We offer our candidates
options so that we can successfully place the right people with the right companies, in the right roles. Check out the E-
Merge IT website www.e-merge.co.za for more great positions.
Do you have a friend who is a developer or technology specialist? We pay cash for successful referrals.
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Apply
Nokuthula Gumbo
nokuthulag@e-merge.co.za
011 463 3633

Or apply with your Biz CV
Create your CV once, and thereafter you can apply to this ad and future job ads easily.
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